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U.s. Special Forces
2009-03-25

president george w bush has told all americans that the war against terrorism would be
like no other war but what does this mean who will fight how will they fight what
weapons will be used most informed commentators agree that the war against terrorism
will be fought largely by special forces that is by a relatively new community within
the american military known as special operations forces or sof s this new branch of
the armed forces was created in the mid 1980s and is organized under its own unified
command called u s special operations command socom consisting of special units from
the other branches of the armed forces such as green berets rangers seals and delta
force this new fighting command is recognized internationally as the most well trained
and well equipped special operations force in the world their missions are varied
including combat terrorism search and rescue reconnaissance humanitarian assistance
peacekeeping duty and conventional and unconventional warfare despite special forces
international reputation for excellence americans know little about this remarkable
fighting force u s special forces provides a handy and comprehensive compendium
including descriptions of the units and their operational specialties training and
organization as well as the equipment and technological gadgetry weapons armor planes
helicopters and support vehicles used by each unit

The Elite
2019-11-28

using rare and previously unpublished images from around the world the elite the a z of
modern special operations forces is the ultimate guide to the secretive world of modern
special operations forces it sends the reader back in time to operations such as eagle
claw in iran and the recapture of the iranian embassy in london and then forward to
recent operations against al shabaab and islamic state entries also detail units
ranging from the new zealand sas group to the polish grom and key individuals from iraq
counter terrorism strategist general stanley mcchrystal to victoria cross recipient
sasr corporal mark donaldson answering questions such as how much the latest four tube
night vision goggles worn by the seals in zero dark thirty cost which pistol is most
widely employed by special operators around the world and why and if sof still use halo
jumps this book is the definitive single source guide to the world s elite special
forces

Beyond Hell and Back
2013-12-03

an inside look at seven of the most harrowing and significant special operations
missions ever courage beyond reason loyalty beyond faith perseverance in the face of
overwhelming adversity these are just some of the qualities of the members of the u s
special operation forces beyond hell and back details the seven defining special ops
missions that have made the special operation forces the best fighting unit in the
world including the rescue of bat 21 the largest and longest combat search and rescue
mission in the vietnam war lasted 17 days and cost the lives of 13 americans all to
rescue one man and the invaluable knowledge he alone possessed task force normandy
planned in secrecy and executed with flawless efficiency task force normandy was an
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army air force special operations joint op that fired the opening shots behind enemy
lines in operation desert storm operation eagle claw the devastating special forces
operation mounted to retrieve 52 american hostages in iran resulted in the deaths of
eight members of the rescue team this failure ultimately led to the creation of special
operations command basher 52 captain scott o grady was shot down over the no fly zone
above bosnia and his daring rescue was one of the marine corps finest operations ever
these are a few of the dramatic true tales that represent the defining moments that
helped shape the operational methods planning and deployment for all future special ops
missions beyond hell and back is the greatest collection of spec ops missions ever
assembled

Special Operations Association
2006-01-31

an action packed adventure that will take the reader into the bush with all of the u s
military s special forces seals green berets army rangers marine force recon and usaf
special ops pulitzer prize winning reporter david bohret traveled with each team as
they trained in remote corners of the globe each special force has chapters devoted to
their history weapons and special equipment and training procedures full color action
photos illustrate the team members and their weapons while sidebars detail events and
operations 200 photos 175 in color

America's Special Forces
1998

the new york times bestseller and winner of the 2015 army historical foundation
distinguished writing award for unit history since the attacks of september 11 one
organization has been at the forefront of america s military response its efforts
turned the tide against al qaida in iraq killed bin laden and zarqawi rescued captain
phillips and captured saddam hussein its commander can direct cruise missile strikes
from nuclear submarines and conduct special operations raids anywhere in the world
relentless strike tells the inside story of joint special operations command the secret
military organization that during the past decade has revolutionized counterterrorism
seamlessly fusing intelligence and operational skills to conduct missions that hit the
headlines and those that have remained in the shadows until now because jsoc includes
the military s most storied special operations units delta force seal team 6 the 75th
ranger regiment as well as america s most secret aviation and intelligence units this
is their story too relentless strike reveals tension drenched meetings in war rooms
from the pentagon to iraq and special operations battles from the cabin of an mh 60
black hawk to the driver s seat of delta force s pinzgauer vehicles as they approach
their targets through exclusive interviews reporter sean naylor uses his unique access
to reveal how an organization designed in the 1980s for a very limited mission set
transformed itself after 9 11 to become the military s premier weapon in the war
against terrorism and how it continues to evolve today

Relentless Strike
2015-09-01

intelligence specialist leigh neville identifies describes and illustrates the special
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operations forces sof of the british american and other coalition forces committed to
the war on terror in afghanistan since 2001 providing a fascinating insight into
specific operations detailing weapons equipment and experiences in combat with a
surprising amount of recently declassified material from government departments that
are yet to be published in the mass media this is a ground breaking analysis of the
largest mobilization of special forces in recent history with extensive first hand
accounts providing an eyewitness perspective of the fighting on the ground and
including information on the british sas the us delta force australian and canadian
special forces as well as mi6 and cia operational units this book provides a crucial
study of their skills and successes amidst the afghan mountains

Special Operations Forces in Afghanistan
2011-05-03

the companion volume to elite 163 special operations forces in afghanistan leigh
neville now turns his expert analysis to the special operations forces sof of the us
and coalition allies serving in iraq since 2003 filled with recently declassified
material first hand accounts and unique photographs this book offers a rare look at the
largest mobilisation of special forces in recent history examining in detail the us
delta force the british sas australian and canadian special forces as well as cia and
mi6 operational units this book provides a crucial study of their skills and success in
iraq from the battle of debecka to storming the safe house of uday hussein in a
controversial war that has been plagued by high fatalities and military blunders this
book highlights the successes enjoyed by special forces operatives

Special Operations Forces in Iraq
2011-03-15

presents a look at delta force a special operations unit of the united states army
including information on its beginnings assignments and successful missions

Delta Force
2002-12-15

this book highlights a wide range of careers in the us military s special operations
forces including the navy seals army green berets and air force special ops the title
discusses the required training and duties of careers in each special operations unit
along with the branch s history and mission features include a glossary websites source
notes and an index aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards
essential library is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

US Special Operations Forces
2020-08-01

this study is an historical analysis of combined special operations units in the
european theater during world war ii the study examines the dieppe raid force the first
special service force and the jedburghs to determine common strengths and weaknesses in
organization training command and control and effectiveness the study also analyzes the
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adequacy of current united states combined and special operations doctrine based on the
results of the historical analysis the study concludes that current u s doctrine does
not adequately address the organization training and command and control of combined
special operations current doctrine provides sufficient strategic guidance but requires
supporting doctrine at the operational and tactical level one of the contributing
factors is an over reliance on operation desert shield desert storm the study provides
planning considerations that should be incorporated into current combined doctrine the
historical examples illustrate the criticality of establishing clear goals and
objectives and the use of training to assist in achieving unity of effort the study
also identifies centralized control clear communications and coordination as
fundamental to successful command and control of combined special operations units

Combined Special Operations In World War II
2014-08-15

this comprehensive guide by a special ops combat veteran is the ultimate reference for
military tactics techniques and procedures intended for military specialops personnel
this volume presents invaluable operational guidance with lessons learned from the
legendary military assistance command vietnam studies and observations group macv sog
drawing on special reconnaissance operations conducted during the vietnam era author
edward wolcoff provides practical information alongside operational accounts and
analyses of specific missions wolcoff covers the gamut of specialized sr topics ranging
from operational planning and preparation through execution logistics and command and
control all in substantial tradecraft detail few of the tactics techniques and
procedures or lessons learned included in this book have been previously presented in a
usable form for specops personnel this book is intended instruct the special operations
units of today and preserve this valuable tradecraft for future generations

Special Reconnaissance and Advanced Small Unit Patrolling
2021-08-30

the array of new technologies that came on the scene in the early 20th century resulted
in widely varied new forms of military special operations once civilization embarked on
its greatest war suddenly fighting men could be delivered by parachute submarine glider
jeeps and fast amphibious craft deep into enemy territory to perform special tasks yet
others would continue to perform missions the same as their ancestors in previous wars
on foot using stealth endurance and patience this work contains discussions of the
employment of various special purpose special mission organizations during world war ii
these units operated in allied and axis countries and in various theaters of war
including europe north africa the pacific asia and the continental united states
representing every major combatant the operations include various kinds of raids
intelligence gathering missions support to partisan guerrilla groups prisoner rescues
direct action missions and at least two where the object was simply to steal something
some missions would have been officially denied if the operations had been caught in
the act the book is divided into two sections behind enemy lines and behind friendly
lines to demonstrate that special purpose organizations can be employed wherever needed
even in areas controlled by military units of their own or allied countries many of the
units described run the gamut of special mission types from commando to parachute units
reconnaissance to sabotage units and partisan training units as well as those with
combined missions many of the operations described in this book continue to serve as
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templates for modern special operations missions while still others the first attempts
of their kind continue to serve as examples of what not to try under the circumstances
michael f dilley served for 20 years in the u s army s military intelligence branch
after retiring from the army the author served for about ten years as an employee of
the department of defense then as a contractor for various u s government agencies in
several fields for 15 years author of several books and many articles a number of these
chapters are based on his previous writings for the legendary behind the lines magazine

United States Special Operations Forces Posture Statement
1992

in contemporary military parlance special operations denotes unconventional often
covert military actions usually performed by specially trained forces for strictly
defined objectives in this volume roger beaumont provides the most comprehensive survey
available of modern special operations literature his wide ranging introduction sets
the subject in its historical typological and national contexts offering an
illuminating overview of the use of special operations and elite units from the second
world war to the present the bibliographic entries describe a broad sampling of
materials from those accessible through interlibrary loan services to those far removed
from central archives and major research libraries the aim throughout has been to
provide both those new to the subject and seasoned researchers with a single easy to
use source for information about this little known and commonly misunderstood facet of
military practice following the detailed introductory essay the bibliographical section
is dividied into 10 categories background and analysis elite forces special operations
in major wars special operations in low intensity conflict and counterinsurgency
counterterror operations biography and autobiography bibliography official sources
critiques and popular images entries are arranged alphabetically within these sections
complete author title and subject indexes are included to further aid the researcher
and four appendices provide valuable supplemental information on elite forces and
counterterrorist operations scholars and students of military affairs government
officials and practitioners of special operations will find beaumont s work
indispensable

Behind the Lines
2013-09-30

one of the most highly regarded special operations soldiers in american military
history shares his war stories and personal battle with ptsd as a senior non
commissioned officer of the most elite and secretive special operations unit in the u s
military command sergeant major tom satterly fought some of this country s most
fearsome enemies over the course of twenty years and thousands of missions he s fought
desperately for his life rescued hostages killed and captured terrorist leaders and
seen his friends maimed and killed around him all secure is in part tom s journey into
a world so dark and dangerous that most americans can t contemplate its existence it
recounts what it is like to be on the front lines with one of america s most highly
trained warriors as action packed as any fiction thriller all secure is an insider s
view of the unit tom is a legend even among other tier one special operators yet the
enemy that cost him three marriages and ruined his health physically and
psychologically existed in his brain it nearly led him to kill himself in 2014 but for
the lifeline thrown to him by an extraordinary woman it might have ended there instead
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they took on satterly s most important mission saving the lives of his brothers and
sisters in arms who are killing themselves at a rate of more than twenty a day told
through satterly s firsthand experiences it also weaves in the reasons the bloodshed
the deaths the intense moments of sheer terror the survivor s guilt depression and
substance abuse for his career long battle against the most insidious enemy of all post
traumatic stress with the help of his wife he learned that by admitting his weaknesses
and faults he sets an example for other combat veterans struggling to come home

Special Operations and Elite Units, 1939-1988
1988-10-20

the u s army special operations command are elite groups in the army that engage in
unconventional warfare rather than fighting an enemy face to face on a battlefield they
are generally involved in hostage rescue missions scouting missions manhunts and other
highly dangerous activities this book talks about some of these groups the rangers
green berets delta force and soar to name a few these groups are formed of highly
trained individuals it s not easy to become a member of the special ops learn more
about the training recruitment and lives of these unique soldiers

Special operations in US strategy
2019-11-05

part memoir and part history no room for error is all action and adventure as it
describes the creation and harrowing missions performed by the us air forces special
tactics units as told by its first commanding officer

All Secure
2004-10-01

john carney is one of the few heroes i have lt col l h bucky burruss usa ret founding
member and deputy commander of delta force when the u s air force decided to create an
elite special tactics team in the late 1970s to work in conjunction with special
operations forces combating terrorists and hijackers and defusing explosive
international emergencies john t carney was the man they turned to since then carney
and the u s air force special tactical units have circled the world on sensitive
clandestine missions they have operated behind enemy lines gathering vital intelligence
they have combated terrorists and overthrown dangerous dictators they have suffered
many times the casualty rate of america s conventional forces but they have gotten the
job done most recently in stunning victories in the war on terrorism in afghanistan
which carney calls america s first special operations war now for the first time
colonel carney lifts the veil of secrecy and reveals what really goes on inside the
special operations forces that are at the forefront of contemporary warfare part memoir
part military history no room for error reveals how carney after a decade of military
service was handpicked to organize a small under funded classified ad hoc unit known as
brand x which even his boss knew very little about here carney recounts the challenging
missions the secret reconnaissance in the desert of north central iran during the
hostage crisis the simple rescue operation in grenada that turned into a prolonged
bloody struggle with operation just cause in panama the special tactical units scored a
major success as they took down the corrupt regime of general noriega with lightning
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speed desert storm was another triumph with carney s team carrying out vital search and
rescue missions as well as helping to hunt down mobile scud missiles deep inside iraq
now with the war on terrorism in afghanistan special operations have come into their
own and carney includes a chapter detailing exactly how the air force special tactics d
c units have spearheaded the successful campaign against the taliban and al qaeda
gripping in its battle scenes eye opening in its revelations no room for error is the
first insider s account of how special operations are changing the way modern wars are
fought col john t carney is an airman america can be proud of and he has written an
absolutely superb book

U.S. Army Special Operations Forces
1984

in october and november of 2001 small numbers of soldiers from the army special forces
entered afghanistan linked up with elements of the northern alliance an assortment of
afghanis opposed to the taliban and in a remarkably short period of time destroyed the
taliban regime trained to work with indigenous forces and personnel like the northern
alliance these soldiers sometimes riding on horseback combined modern military
technology with ancient techniques of central asian warfare in what was later described
as the first cavalry charge of the twenty first century in this engaging book two
national security experts and department of defense insiders put the exploits of
america s special operation forces in historical and strategic context david tucker and
christopher j lamb offer an incisive overview of america s turbulent experience with
special operations using in depth interviews with special operators at the forefront of
the current war on terrorism and providing a detailed account of how they are selected
and trained the authors illustrate the diversity of modern special operations forces
and the strategic value of their unique attributes from the first chapter this book
builds toward a set of recommendations for reforms that would allow special operations
forces to make a greater contribution to the war on terrorism and play a more strategic
role in safeguarding the nation s security along the way the authors explain why
special operations forces are distinguished by characteristics not equally valued by
their own leadership strategically crucial because of two mutually supporting but
undeniably distinct sets of capabilities not found in conventional forces not to be
confused with the cia and so called paramilitary forces nor with the marines and other
elite forces unable to learn from the 1993 failed intervention in somalia and the
national oversight issues it revealed better integrated into the nation s military
strategy and operations than ever before but confused about their core missions in the
war on terror not transformed for future challenges as many assert but rather in need
of organizational reforms to realize their strategic potential despite longstanding and
growing public fascination with special operators these individuals and the
organizations that employ them are little understood with this book tucker and lamb
dispel common misconceptions and offer a penetrating analysis of how these unique and
valuable forces can be employed to even better effect in the future

Special Operations in US Strategy
2002

how does the u s monitor and capture their enemies learn about the responsibilities of
the cia and the fbi integrates text features such as maps and timelines
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No Room for Error
1994

this book looks at the special operations forces sof which are small elite military
units with special training and equipment that can infiltrate into hostile territory
through land sea or air to conduct a variety of operations many of them classified sof
personnel undergo rigorous selection and lengthy specialised training the u s special
operations command ussocom oversees the training doctrine and equipping of all u s sof
units ussocom has about 54 000 active duty national guard and reserve personnel from
all four services and department of defense dod civilians assigned to its headquarters
its four components and one sub unified command special operations forces sof also play
a significant role in u s military operations and the administration has given u s sof
greater responsibility for planning and conducting world wide counter terrorism
operations the merits of cross border raids and possible equipment and logistical
support shortfalls which are potential policy issues for congressional consideration
are examined in this book as well this book consists of public documents which have
been located gathered combined reformatted and enhanced with a subject index
selectively edited and bound to provide easy access

Special Operations Forces
2007-12-18

as a result of problems with several special operations missions in the 1980s including
the failed attempt to rescue american hostages from iran in april 1980 congress created
a joint special operations command in 1987 to ensure the readiness of assigned forces
this report assesses how the command determines its force level and mix of active and
reserve forces and examines issues affecting the readiness of special operations forces
charts and tables

No Room for Error
2007-09-25

provides an overview of the united states special forces including their history
weapons and vehicles

United States Special Operations Forces
2013-08-01

vice adm william h mcraven helped to devise the strategy for how to bring down osama
bin laden and commanded the courageous u s military unit that carried it out on may 1
2011 ending one of the greatest manhunts in history in spec ops a well organized and
deeply researched study mcraven analyzes eight classic special operations six are from
wwii the german commando raid on the belgian fort eben emael 1940 the italian torpedo
attack on the alexandria harbor 1941 the british commando raid on nazaire france 1942
the german glider rescue of benito mussolini 1943 the british midget submarine attack
on the tirpitz 1943 and the u s ranger rescue mission at the cabanatuan pow camp in the
philippines 1945 the two post wwii examples are the u s army raid on the son tay pow
camp in north vietnam 1970 and the israeli rescue of the skyjacked hostages in entebbe
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uganda 1976 mcraven who commands a u s navy seal team pinpoints six essential
principles of spec ops success simplicity security repetition surprise speed and
purpose for each of the case studies he provides political and military context a
meticulous reconstruction of the mission itself and an analysis of the operation in
relation to his six principles mcraven deems the son tay raid the best modern example
of a successful spec op which should be considered textbook material for future
missions his own book is an instructive textbook that will be closely studied by
students of the military arts maps photos

U.S. Special Operations Command
2010

a brief history of secret british and american world war ii organizations their
training tools successes and their legacy winston churchill famously instructed the
head of the special operations executive to set europe ablaze agents of both the
british special operations executive and the american office of strategic services
underwent rigorous training before making their way undetected into occupied europe to
do just that working alone or in small cells often cooperating with local resistance
groups agents undertook missions behind enemy lines involving sabotage subversion
organizing resistance groups and intelligence gathering soe s first notable success was
the destruction of a power station in france stopping work at a vital u boat base later
operations included the assassination of himmler s deputy reinhard heyrich and ending
the nazi atomic bomb program by destroying the heavy water plant at vemork norway oss
operatives established anti nazi resistance groups across europe and managed to smuggle
operatives into nazi germany including running one of the war s most important spies
german diplomat fritz kolbe all missions were incredibly dangerous and many agents were
captured tortured and ultimately killed the life expectancy of an soe wireless operator
in occupied france was just six weeks in this short history historian james stejskal
examines why these agencies were established the training regime and ingenious tools
developed to enable agents to undertake their missions their operational successes and
their legacy

Special Operations Forces
1994-05

a fascinating insight into us and coalition special forces operating in iraq
afghanistan somalia and mali within weeks of 9 11 united states special operations
forces were dropping into afghanistan to lead the war against al qaeda and the taliban
for over a decade special forces have been fighting a hidden war in iraq pakistan syria
somalia mali and afghanistan facing off against a range of insurgents from
organisations like al qaeda al shabaab boko haram and the taliban leigh neville draws
on recently declassified material and first hand accounts from his sof contacts to lift
the veil of secrecy from these operations giving an unprecedented blow by blow
description of major special forces operations culminating in seal team 6 s operation
neptune spear and the killing of osama bin laden detailing the special equipment
tactics machinery and training that these special operatives received and used this
impressive volume shows how the world s elite soldiers fought against overwhelming odds
around the world
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Special Operations Forces
2003-08

secret techniques of the elite forces is a must have for anyone interested in the
covert world of elite forces it will provide the key to understanding what makes the
specialist soldier so very special

Special operations forces opportunities to preclude
overuse and misuse : report to the Chairman, Subcommittee
on Military Readiness, Committee on National Security,
House of Representatives
2009-02-04

a conceptual overview of all relevant topics of small unit tactics every special forces
soldier ought to be familiar with in order to be effective on the today s battlefield
learn about the heritage lineage and legacy of the army special forces leadership
tactics combat and reconnaissance patrols planning close quarter battle
counterinsurgency intro to sf missions small arms

U.S. Special Operations Forces
2020-04-30

from the foreword the story of the marine corps u s special operations command
detachment which became known as det one is an extraordinary tale on its face the story
would not rate a minute s glance one small group of marines about a hundred in number
formed trained and went to war this all happened as the nation was 18 months into the
global war on terrorism and as the marine corps was deploying i marine expeditionary
force in operation iraqi freedom yet the story behind the basic facts is not only far
more intricate and fascinating with dramatic episodes and intrepid characters from the
pentagon to camp pendleton it portended great significance for the marine corps what
makes the det one story extraordinary is the shift in marine corps policy that brought
it about the maturation of the special operations capabilities of forward deployed
marine expeditionary units that made it possible and the patriotism valor fidelity and
abilities of the marines and navy corpsmen who manned it although det one has passed
now into the history books its legacy survives in the formation of marine corps special
operations command and in the lessons learned and experiences of its members who now
continue to serve in dozens of units lieutenant colonel john p piedmont marine field
historian in iraq in april 2004 saw the historical significance of det one and decided
to pursue its history as a project under the director of the history and museums
division at the time colonel john w ripley he was given permission to proceed with his
collections with a view toward turning them into a monograph what follows here is the
culmination of his efforts the product of two years work more than 60 interviews done
in iraq washington d c virginia and california and the collection of hundreds of
documents dr charles p neimeyer
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Spec Ops
2015-05-20

oppose any foe is the epic story of america s most elite warriors the special
operations forces born as small appendages to the conventional armies of world war ii
the special operations forces have grown into a behemoth of 70 000 troops including
navy seals army special forces air force night stalkers special operations marines
rangers and delta force weaving together their triumphs and tribulations acclaimed
historian mark moyar introduces a colorful cast of military men brimming with
exceptional talent courage and selflessness in a nation where the military is the most
popular institution america s special operations forces have become the most popular
members of the military through nighttime raids on enemy compounds and combat advising
of resistance movements special operators have etched their names into the nation s
registry of heroes yet the public knows little of the journey that they took to reach
these heights a journey that was neither easy nor glamorous fighting an uphill battle
for most of their seventy five year history the special operations forces slipped on
many an occasion and fell far on several presidents from franklin roosevelt to barack
obama have enthusiastically championed special operations forces but their enthusiasm
has often surpassed their understanding resulting in misuse or overuse of the troops
lacking clearly defined missions special operations forces have had to reinvent
themselves time and again to prove their value in the face of fierce critics many of
them from the conventional military which from the start opposed the segregation of
talent in special units highlighting both the heroism of america s most elite soldiers
and the controversies surrounding their meteoric growth oppose any foe presents the
first comprehensive history of these special warriors and their daring missions it is
essential reading for anyone interested in america s military history and the future of
warfare

Special Operations in WWII
2005-04-01

special operations forces sof play a significant role in u s military operations and
the administration has given u s sof forces greater responsibility for planning and
conducting worldwide counterterrorism operations the 9 11 commission s recommendation
that central intelligence agency cia paramilitary clandestine and covert operations
should become the responsibility of the u s special operations command has been
included in both versions of house and senate intelligence legislation this report will
be updated as events warrant

Special Forces in the War on Terror
2013-06

building the capacity of afghan special operations forces sof is a key goal of the
united states and its coalition partners this report summarizes key partnering
practices and presents findings from sof partnership case studies in afghanistan iraq
and colombia the goal is to identify best practices to benefit the development of
afghan sof as well as for special operations partnerships beyond afghanistan
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Secret Techniques Of The Elite Forces
2010

this paper presents an historical account of the operations of united states army air
forces usaaf special operations units in the french campaign of 1944 the purpose of
this paper is two fold first it is intended to be a brief history of the creation
development and combat record of these units second it is intended for use as an
example of the utility and effectiveness of air force special operations in high
intensity conventional warfare the narrative basically begins in early 1943 as the
western allies began making plans for the cross channel invasion of normandy at the
request of the office of strategic services oss the usaaf commands in the united
kingdom and north africa secretly organized a small number of special operations
squadrons for use in covert operations over france their overall mission was to provide
specialized airlift for clandestine warfare activities intended to support the
conventional ground forces during the critical days and weeks immediately after d day
from october 1943 through september 1944 these squadrons flew thousands of clandestine
missions parachuting guerrilla warfare teams and intelligence agents deep behind german
lines dropping weapons ammunition explosives and other supplies to french resistance
fighters and extracting teams from enemy territory the usaaf squadrons operating in
conjunction with similar british squadrons enabled american and british special forces
and french irregular units to operate with great effectiveness in the vulnerable rear
areas behind german lines

US Army Special Forces Small Unit Tactics Handbook
2017-04-25

a history of the elite u s army special operations unit known as the activity describes
their organization after the failed hostage rescue attempt in 1980 and their
clandestine missions from the assassinations of key al qa eda members to the capture
ofsaddam hussein

Det One
2003

this study is a historical analysis of the german special operations conducted in
support of their overall ardennes offensive it focuses on the two major special
operations of the german offensive operations greif and stoesser operation greif was
the german attempt to infiltrate a commando unit behind american lines disguised as
american soldiers operation stoesser the last german airborne operation of the war was
designed to secure a key cross roads behind american lines these special operations
failed because of faulty planning inadequate preparation and a lack of coordination
between the special and conventional forces these problems exacerbated by a lack of
preparation time resulted in a pair of ad hoc units that were unable to accomplish
their primary missions although the operations were characterized by boldness
initiative and improvisation this study also examines the strategic setting planning
preparations and conduct of these operations as well as their impact on the overall
campaign this study also examines the key lessons learned that can be derived from both
operations lastly the study explores the implications of these lessons for the u s
military of today
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